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• Most precipitation falls at 
high elevation
• Water transport assumed 
to be dominated by 
shallow subsurface flow
• Bedrock reservoir 
considered to be relatively 
inactive






Introduction Motivation Methods Results Summary
Introduction Motivation Methods Results Summary
Investigate how underlying bedrock fracture characteristics influences 
bedrock recharge amount in two mountainous watersheds.
• Fracture mapping
• Water isotope sampling
• Bedrock groundwater 
well installation & water 
table monitoring
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Data Collection
Data Analysis
• Fracture network 
characterization
• MRT estimation: 




• Water Table Fluctuation 
(WTF) method:







𝐿 = ⁄% ;
Results: Fracture Network 
Characterization
Parameter Cap Wallace (Belt 
Supergroup)
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Results: Watershed Mean Residence Times
Mean residence time, T, is calculated as:
Where c is the radial frequency (days-1) and Az2
and Az1 are the amplitudes of the stream and 
precipitation isotope signatures, respectively. 
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Residence Time Cap Wallace North Fork
Estimated Age 4.74±0.08 years 2.10±0.02 years
Results: Hillslope Hydrographs
• Peak SWE corresponds 
to hydrograph rise
• All wells respond to 
annual snowmelt
• Different hydrograph 
recession behavior 
between catchments
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Results: Hillslope Recharge
Water Year 2017-2018 Cap Wallace North Fork 
Specific Yield (Sy) 0.11 0.01
Average Estimated
Recharge 420 - 660 mm 10 - 26 mm
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CW-GW Upper Elevation  02.2017 - 08.2019  WT  0.55  1  7     2020-11-12 10:14:01
Cap Wallace Upper Well
Recharge = Sy・ ⁄>? >@
North Fork Lower Well
Recharge and MRT are related by:
ØMRT = ⁄D E
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• Fracture spacing is 13x greater in North Fork than in Cap Wallace. Fracture 
intensity is 9x greater in Cap Wallace
• Fracture intersections is 4x greater in Cap Wallace than in North Fork
• Mean residence time in Cap Wallace is ~2x longer than in North Fork
• All well hydrographs show active bedrock reservoir response to annual 
precipitation
• Bedrock recharge in Cap Wallace is an order of magnitude greater than 
recharge in North Fork
• Active storage in Cap Wallace is an order of magnitude greater than in North
Fork due to greater fracture connectivity and bedrock permeability
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Key Points
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Results: Specific Yield
Assumptions
Effective porosity (Bear, 1979):
∅W = 𝑆1 + 𝑆\
Assuming Sy ≫ Sr: 
∅W ≅ 𝑆1
Parameter Cap Wallace North Fork
L, fracture
spacing 8.6±7.0 cm 10±30.0 cm
b, fracture 





Local Meteoric Water Line for NFEC Isotopic values over time
